Poll on How to Proceed with ABC Schedule - (For Items that there will not be time to
cover during two days)
Possible of short-term solutions
1. Meet up to two hours on Sunday, May 8, to hear worldwide online voting results
and discuss minority opinions. Refer unfinished business to WSO.
2. Meet up to two hours on Sunday, May 8, to hear worldwide online voting results
and discuss minority opinions. Add a third full day to complete work that is
unfinished.
3. Meet Saturday, June 18. Minority opinions and unfinished business will be
considered at that time.
4. Schedule a third day, at a date to be determined in July or August, to consider
outstanding minority opinions and other unfinished business.
5. End the ABC on May 7. In this scenario, there will be no opportunity for minority
opinion for any new Day 2 motions and ratifications. There will also be limited or
possibly no time available to work on additional Ballot Proposals.
6. Schedule quarterly delegate meetings of 2-4 hours, in July/August, November,
and February. The July/August quarterly meeting will handle spillover business.
Discussion Points
● I would like to remove the last option.
● It is clear we are not going to get through all of the agenda. It is too much to do
longer hours or do Sunday and two hours will not be enough.
● Most conferences I go to are three days, and we want to have enough delegates
present to go through the business.
● I am leaning towards delegate quarterly meetings to have the delegates more
involved and participate. Have it more than once during the year.
● Sunday is Mother’s Day. We need to have a way to narrow down the proposals
before the ABC - yet I do not know how this is done. I do think we want more
delegate involvement and having ABC committees to take some of the work off
of the Board.
● This is a period of adjustment from when we were meeting in person. Even if we
meet quarterly to limit what we do in 2 days - to finish business and determine
how we can handle all the business that needs to be done at the ABC.
● In order to welcome diversity we need to understand that not everyone has the
privilege of taking time off from work so I support quarterly delegate meetings yet they are 2 hours only.
● I prefer to have quarterly meetings that are 4 hours, instead of 2, to address all
we need to do.
Results of Voting by Delegates on this Proposal:
● To put forward to all worldwide delegates this motion online:

Motion: To schedule quarterly delegate meetings of 2-4 hours, in July/August,
November, and February. The July/August quarterly meeting will handle spillover
business.

